
 
 

  

 

About Ex-Change Parts AB: Ex-Change Parts specializes in helicopter support and offers a wide range of products for sale, exchange, 

and related services for the Airbus and Leonardo models to over 1600 customers, including all major helicopter operators and 

maintenance organizations worldwide. With over 20 years of industry experience, an extensive inventory of 60,000 line items in a 

4,000 sqm warehouse, and a commitment to quality reflected in their ISO 9001:2015 accreditation, Ex-Change Parts has emerged as 

a global market leader in aftermarket products and services for Airbus platforms. The company's headquarters is located in 

Stockholm, Sweden. For more information, please visit http://www.ex-changeparts.com 

 

About Heli-One: Heli-One is an industry leader in helicopter maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) with decades of expertise 

supporting a wide range of helicopters. Their global support network includes base maintenance; line maintenance; component and 

engine repair, overhaul; and Engineering and Design within facilities in Sola, Norway; Vancouver, Canada; and Rzeszow, Poland. As a 

wholly owned subsidiary of CHC Helicopter, Heli-One has extensive experience in managing, maintaining, and operating large 

helicopter fleets, particularly in the harsh Norwegian, North Sea, and Arctic environments. http://www.heli-one.com 

 

 

 

**FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE**       Stockholm, November 30, 2023 

  

Industry leading Ex-Change Parts and Heli-One join forces with Service Framework 

Agreement for Super Puma Helicopter models 
  

Sweden-based Ex-Change Parts AB, a world-renowned supplier of refurbished helicopter parts, and Heli-

One, leading rotor wing maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) provider, have cemented their 

partnership with the signing of a Service Framework Agreement focused on components for all three Super 

Puma helicopter models. 

  

Ex-Change Parts AB is distinguished within the MRO-

services sector for its extended capabilities, offering 

sustainability, cost-efficiency, and unwavering 

reliability to the end customer. 

  

With an already strong track record of collaboration 

with major MRO companies worldwide,  

Ex-Change Parts continues to expand its capacity, 

ensuring the core services required to meet the ever-

evolving needs of its customers. 

  

Jens Morten Mørland, Sales Director Europe & Asia at 
Heli-One, expressed his enthusiasm for the Framework Agreement, stating, "Our team has decades of 
experience in maintaining the Super Puma fleet, and this Framework Agreement solidifies our long-term 
successful business with Ex-Change Parts. We are excited to bring our expertise and in collaboration with Ex-
Change Parts deliver premium refined and controlled refurbished parts and components to the market." 

  

Stefan Widén, Head of Stock Asset Management at Ex-Change Parts AB, emphasized the significance of Heli-

One's high capability and quality of SUPER PUMA 225 and 332 

platforms in the Norwegian Stavanger premises, stating, "Its closeness 

enhances our cooperation and, by this, service and fast availability to 

our customers." 

  

The development of MRO services remains a top priority for both 

companies, as they continually strive to meet and exceed customer 

expectations. 
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Rikard Jansson, CEO Ex-Change Parts AB +46 (0) 73 843 51 01   rikard.jansson@ex-changeparts.com  
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